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President’s Thoughts 

By Billy J. Mathis, FCSI, CDT 

Here we are, approaching another end to a Fiscal Year for the Little Rock Chapter.  As we go on, I would 
like to say a few words about the status of the Chapter.  Financially we are sound.  We have money in the 
bank and can support our Members as they attend Region and National functions.  Activities are still at a 
minimum, however, we are getting more active as the Pandemic recedes and we are able to get out more.  
We still have monthly Lunch and Presentations and for the 1st time since 2019 we have been able to hold 
our “Annual Golf Tournament.  

Speaking of the Golf Tournament: 

For those of you who may have missed it, the Annual LRCSI Golf Tournament was held on April 22, 2022.  
The sun was bright, the winds fair and the temperature was fantastic.  We opened the doors to the 
Tournament for the first time after two years due to the Pandemic.  Being the first time in three years that we 
have been able to hold the tournament, I was expecting a slim crowd but was pleasantly surprised when we 
have 8 teams sign up and a number of sponsors step up to make this a successful tournament.  I want 
everyone to thank those Sponsor shown on the next page for their continued support of the Little Rock 

Chapter and especially to our Gold Sponsor AWI (American Woodworking Institute).  We also need to congratulate those who played 
this year.  I would like to recognize those who put a team together and came out and had fun on that beautiful day.  The teams and how 
they fared are as follows: 

Genesis Datacom - 1st Place - 56 

Schluter - 2nd Place - 58 

Garver - 3rd Place - 62 

Airtech - 64 

WDD Architects - 65 

EVO - 66 

Centerline Systems (Ace Glass) - 67 

What we need right now are Members and active ones at that.  While our membership maintains right around 45 to 50, we need more 
members and we need younger leaders to step up and take this Chapter to the level I know it can achieve.  I am asking anyone with 
ideas on how to recruit new members, younger members, and active members to come forward and let me know.  We need fresh ideas, 
fresh takes on how to do things, and especially fresh new leaders to move us forward and get us back into the mainstream of the 
Construction Industry here in Arkansas.   

 

 

 

 

 









What I Learned From CSI - Pools 

By:  Gary Bergeron, CSI, CCS, GSR Technical Chair  
 

I originally joined CSI Knoxville in 2009 to network with the construction industry more effectively.  A CSI 
construction science education has been a significant side benefit.  CSI friendships and professional connections at 
the CSI meetings have given my career a boost.   

As a mechanical engineer, I have learned something new at each CSI meeting.  Some of the items were about 
adjusting door closers, the importance of correct window installation, wind uplift on membrane roofs, to name just a 
few. 

Summer is just around the corner and most people enjoy relaxing by a pool on a hot summer day.  But what about 
those cold winter days when the air and water in an outdoor pool make it unattractive.  Many hotel owners have been incorporating 
indoor swimming pools for that very reason.  Then there is also the Knoxville CSI’s tradition of water ballet as a team building exercise 
that can be done at any time. 

We often design the pool dehumidification systems for indoor pools, but several key items were not included on a recent project.  Some 
of the design points are as follows: 

1. The fabric duct location and airflows should “wash” the exterior windows to keep condensation from forming on the window surface. 
2. Rainy winter days in some areas can cause significant condensation to form on the interior side of the exterior horizontal window 

mullions and leaves water stains.  One maintenance manager said that the aluminum color window mullions was much better at 
“hiding” the water stains than darker color window frames at other facilities. 

3. Run the pool HVAC system 24/7, 365 days a year, or moisture will be dripping off all pool room surfaces shortly beginning with the 
interior windows, then the exterior windows, exterior walls and other surfaces depending upon outdoor temperatures. 

4. Return air grilles may accumulate rust colored deposits that are actually a brown greasy residue that gets entrained in the air stream 
from evaporation from people’s skin and pool chemicals.  If they are not kept clean, the residue will start dripping down the wall. 

5. A recessed wall box type locking hose bibb is needed to wash down the pool deck occasionally. 
6. Do not specify a colored concrete pool deck unless you are prepared to brush clean the chemical deposits on a daily basis.  Plain 

colored concrete shows less evaporation mineral deposit marks. 
7. If the pool enclosure vapor barrier is not complete, icicles 3” diameter and longer than 12” will form on the exterior soffit at vapor 

barrier “pinholes” and require frequent removal during winter days when the outdoor temperature goes below freezing. 
8. Do specify the UV light in the pool water system to keep the chloramine level down and the stainless steel pool handrails etc. clean 

or you will spend every other day cleaning the stainless surfaces. 
9. Specify the automatic pool chemical system or the pool will get “out of whack” and the pool air will “burn” your eyes. 
10. If a pool entrance vestibule is not included, there is a good chance the pool odor will be obvious when entering the front door of the 

facility. 
11. The intended activity levels in the pool (competitive swimming, competitive diving, recreational swimming, elderly swimming) require 

a different water temperature to design the correct size pool dehumidification system.  It is also important to know if water features 
such as slides, water cannons, and waterfalls will be included. 

I encourage everyone to come to the monthly meetings to learn something new, meet your fellow construction industry people, and to 
have fun at our meetings with some great ice breaker games. 



Balancing Life Safety and Security in Educational Occupancies 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog    (This article was published in the Spring 2022 issue of Life Safety Digest - pictured below. ) 

While physical security is an important consideration in K-12 schools, there are code-related 
concerns as well. It is crucial to the safety of students, teachers, and staff that when security 
measures are implemented, the requirements for egress, fire protection, and accessibility are also 
considered. The model codes and referenced standards clearly define what is allowed or required 
for safe and secure door openings, with some states and local jurisdictions adding modifications to 
address local or regional conditions. 

Compliance with the code requirements for egress, fire protection, and accessibility does not 
negatively impact security if considered in tandem. To aid in addressing both safety and security 
for doors in educational occupancies, this article looks at the most common types of openings 
found in schools. Each type of door opening requires a balance of life safety and security, and 
some of the issues to be aware of when inspecting these facilities are summarized below. 

Main Entrance – The main entrance of the building is a critical control point, and many school 
districts have incorporated a security vestibule to guide visitors to the office before allowing access 
to the rest of the school. In most K-12 schools, the main entrance is monitored at all times, with 
school personnel controlling access. Although these vestibules are sometimes incorrectly referred 
to as “man-traps”, they do not trap anyone if designed correctly. The access side of the exterior 
and vestibule doors should be locked, but the doors must allow code-compliant egress. The ability 
to exit without obstruction or delay is crucial, because if an emergency occurs, many building 

occupants will instinctively head for the door they used to enter. 

Secondary Entrance – Other entrances, such as the staff entrance from the parking lot or a door used for playground access may 
not be in areas where there is constant supervision. These doors should be kept locked to prevent unauthorized access, and 
secondary entrances must allow egress if the doors are required exits or are provided for egress purposes. Locking devices that 
prevent building occupants from exiting are not permitted by the model codes. 

Emergency Exit – Doors used only for egress and not for access often have no hardware on the outside, however, a key cylinder 
on the exterior may be helpful to allow access for first responders in an emergency. To prevent unauthorized use of the door from 
the egress side, an exit alarm or door contact may be used to monitor the door. Delayed egress locks, which sound an alarm and 
prevent egress for 15 seconds, may also be an option. Beginning with the 2018 edition of the International Building Code (IBC) and 
International Fire Code (IFC), delayed egress locks are allowed on classroom doors in educational occupancies, when the doors are 
serving an occupant load of less than 50 people. NFPA 101 – Life Safety Code also allows delayed egress locks to be used in 
schools, when all of the criteria listed in the code are met. 



Classroom – Many school administrators have explored ways to increase security for 
classroom doors, in case of an active shooter event. However, the majority of retrofit 
security devices (AKA classroom barricade devices) do not comply with the model 
codes and referenced standards for life safety and/or accessibility. In most 
jurisdictions, classroom doors must unlock for egress with one releasing motion, using 
operable hardware mounted between 34 and 48 inches above the floor. The 
hardware must require no tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist, and no key, 
tool, special knowledge, or effort for egress. In addition, current codes require 
classroom doors to be able to be unlocked from the outside with a key or other 
approved means, allowing authorized access to the classroom. Traditional locksets 
meet these requirements and have been proven during past active shooter events to 
provide the needed level of security. 

Assembly Space – Doors serving places of assembly such as the gymnasium, 
cafeteria, auditorium, and library are required to be equipped with panic hardware (if the doors have a latch or lock), to accommodate 
the large occupant load. This can present challenges for securing doors from the inside. Some types of panic hardware can be locked 
from inside of the space to prevent access, while others do not have that capability. If there is a bank of doors, it may make sense to 
keep most of the doors locked on the outside, so the remaining doors can be locked quickly if necessary. Doors leading from these 
assembly spaces to the exterior are typically kept locked on the outside, and all doors serving these areas must always allow for code-

compliant egress. 

Courtyard – When a school has an enclosed central courtyard, this can create a conflict 
between security and egress. If the enclosed courtyard is an occupiable space with a 
calculated occupant load of 50 people or more, the egress route will typically pass through 
the interior of the school, with doors swinging in the direction of egress and equipped with 
panic hardware. Past editions of the model codes did not include a means of locking these 
doors to prevent an unauthorized person from accessing the school via the courtyard. 
However, the 2021 edition of the IBC includes a new section that allows these doors to be 
equipped with double-cylinder deadbolts if certain criteria are met. The section applies to 
exterior areas with an occupant load of less than 300 people in any use group, and 
requires a telephone or two-way communication system, signage, a vision panel in the 
door or frame, and a key-operated lock that is readily distinguishable as locked. 

Stairwell – If an active-shooter event occurs, it’s crucial to limit the assailant’s travel through the building; doing so can save lives. The 
model codes allow interior stairwell doors to be locked on the stair side, which can help to prevent access to upper floors, but the 
locking hardware must meet the stairwell reentry requirements. In stairs serving not more than four stories, the NFPA codes allow 
mechanical locks on the stair side of the doors, but the I-Codes require all lockable interior stair doors to be capable of being unlocked 
remotely. Typically, these doors would have fail safe electrified locks, or fail safe electrified trim for fire exit hardware, allowing the doors 
to be locked on the stairwell side (with code-compliant egress on the egress side). Most of these stairwell doors are fire door 
assemblies, so positive latching must be considered as well. The ability to remotely lock and unlock these doors facilitates control of the 
stair doors for both security and reentry, should the stairwell become compromised during a fire. 



Cross-Corridor – When a school has cross-corridor doors that separate wings or halls, this is another location where unauthorized 
access can be controlled. Only the access side of these doors can be lockable – the egress side must allow code-compliant egress. A 
common application is for the cross-corridor doors to be held open by magnetic holders, which will release and allow the doors to close 
upon a signal from the main office or security system. In some cases, these holders will 
also be released by the fire alarm system. The doors are typically equipped with panic 
hardware, with lever trim on the access side that is kept locked at all times. This ensures 
that when the doors close and latch, they will be locked to limit access, while still allowing 
egress. 

Additional Considerations 

Electronic Access Control – There are many benefits of using an access control 
system in an educational environment. These systems can provide the needed security 
as well as convenience, monitoring, and code-compliance. One type of electrified lock 
that is commonly used for retrofit applications is an electromagnetic lock, consisting of an 
electromagnet that bonds to a steel armature plate, locking the door. These locks will not 
allow free egress unless the required release methods are incorporated into the system, 
so it’s very important to verify that these locks comply with the requirements of the 
adopted code. 

Glass and Glazing – Regardless of what type of locking hardware is installed on a door, it’s possible that the door could be breached 
via the adjacent glazing. There are glazing products available that provide protection against impact, as well as security films that can 
be added to existing glass to delay access through the glazing. In new schools, consideration should be given to the size and location of 
vision lights and sidelights, to limit access through the window opening to the hardware on the egress side. 

Releasing Motion(s) – Although the I-Codes require most doors to unlatch with one releasing motion, in some cases the 2018 and 
2021 editions of NFPA 101 allow hardware that requires two releasing motion to exit. This applies to classroom doors in existing 
schools, and only where the adopted code allows the second releasing motion. The intent of this code change was to allow a deadbolt 
to be added to an existing classroom door if additional security was needed. These doors and hardware must meet all of the other 
requirements of the applicable codes and standards. 

Conclusion 

It’s very important to ensure that school safety is not compromised by school security measures. During an unpredictable incident at 
school, free egress and fire protection are crucial. Although being prepared for an active shooter event is a priority for schools, fires are 
actually a much more common occurrence. According to the Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (passk12.org), a fire is more than 1000 
times more likely to occur in an educational occupancy than an active shooter event.* In any jurisdiction, the adopted codes should be 
consulted for specific requirements, and the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) has the final say. 

*This figure is based on a comparison between the FBI statistics on active shooter events, and the NFPA statistics on fires in 
educational occupancies. According to the FBI reports, an average of 4 active shooter events per year took place in educational 
facilities between 2010 and 2020. For the same time period, NFPA reported approximately 4,800 fires per year in schools and other 
educational occupancies. For more information on this study, visit iDigHardware.com/school-fires-vs-active-shooters. 



Decoded: Locking assailants outside without trapping occupants inside 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog     

Have you ever been trapped?  I have.  I was doing a survey of the existing conditions in a very large old church in Boston.  I entered a 
stairwell and when I reached the bottom of the stairs, the exterior door – well over 100 years old – would not open.  The doors leading 
from the stairwell to each floor were locked.  I was alone with no cell service, in a part of the building that might not have been occupied 
until Sunday.  I eventually got the exterior door open, but it was a very scary experience. 

Given the work that I have done for decades, trapping people in buildings is something I actively work to avoid; the model codes used 
across the U.S. are aligned on this as well.  Throughout history, many tragedies have resulted from buildings where people were 

trapped by locked, blocked, or hidden doors.  Because of these incidents, the model codes include several 
requirements to help prevent this from happening.  With very few exceptions, doors must allow egress without 
a key, tool, special knowledge, or effort, and with no tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.  Locks 
must operate with one hand, and in most locations, one releasing motion must unlatch the door (all latches 
simultaneously).  When these rules are followed, doors can be secured to prevent access, but will not trap 
occupants inside. 

These same mandates apply to classroom doors, along with a more recent code requirement for these doors 
to be able to be unlocked from the outside by someone with a key, credential, or other means allowed by the 
code official.  When evacuation is needed, exiting from a classroom must be intuitive and immediate.  When 
someone inside the classroom needs help from school staff and/or emergency responders, authorized access 
from the outside must be readily achievable.  Should students and teachers ever be trapped in a 
classroom?  I think most people would agree that the answer is “no.”  And if someone believes that “yes – 
students and teachers should be trapped in a classroom,” I’d love to hear their reasons. 

As the fear of school shootings increased in recent years, there was a rush to secure the interior and exterior 
doors in school buildings.  In some cases, these frantic efforts have led to unfortunate choices that could trap 
students and teachers in their classrooms.  Somewhere along the way, the need for locking the assailant OUT 
has led to the perception that others should be locked IN.  Taking another look at school security will help to 
refocus on the balance of both life safety and security in schools. 

The Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (PASS) recently published a document to help school administrators and other facility managers 
learn about the potential dangers associated with one type of retrofit security product – classroom barricade devices.  The document is 
titled: Evidence-Based Safety and Security Decisions Regarding Classroom Barricade Devices, and it addresses three main 
topics:  evacuation, emergency response, and accessibility. 

Evacuation 

Evacuating quickly and easily can be key to survival during an active shooter event, fire, or other type of emergency.  Conversely, 
trapping building occupants can have tragic consequences.  In several past school shootings, the shooter barricaded doors to delay 
emergency response.  A recent article in Security Magazine ( https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/97189-school-security-a-focus
-on-doors) referenced another incident that clearly illustrated the difference between doors that allowed egress and doors that did not: 

Securing a classroom door with 
a non-code-compliant classroom 
barricade device may deter 
egress as well as delaying or 
preventing authorized access. 



In 2018, Dimitrios Pagourtzis killed 10 students and teachers and wounded 13 others at Santa Fe High School. According to one 
survivor’s account, the shooter went into two art classrooms and shot through windows on internal classroom doors and closets. In a 
documentary on the shooting, The Kids of Santa Fe: The Largest Unknown Mass Shooting, it was revealed that a back door of one of 
the art rooms was able to open, and approximately 20 people exited to safety. The other classroom’s back door didn’t open, costing 
lives in the tragedy because they couldn’t escape. 

Another example:  In January of 2022, a gunman entered the Congregation Beth Israel Synagogue in Colleyville, Texas.  Four people 
were held hostage for more than 10 hours, and their escape demonstrates why it’s important to keep all options open – including the 
ability to exit – during this type of situation.  From the Associated Press: 

“Cohen said the men worked to keep the gunman engaged. They talked to the gunman, and he lectured them. At one point as the 
situation devolved, Cohen said the gunman told them to get on their knees. Cohen recalled rearing up in his chair and slowly moving his 
head and mouthing “no.” As the gunman moved to sit back down, Cohen said Cytron-Walker yelled to run. 

“The exit wasn’t too far away,” Cytron-Walker said. “I told them to go. I threw a chair at the gunman, and I headed for the door. And all 
three of us were able to get out without even a shot being fired.” 

Would the outcome of the synagogue situation have been different if the hostages were not able to exit freely for example, if the intruder 
had barricaded the exit?  I am reminded of the 2019 mosque shootings in Christchurch, New Zealand.  The exit in one of the mosques 
had been secured with an electrified lock that did not allow free egress.  Fifty people died in the shootings in Christchurch.  How many 
could have survived if the exit door had allowed them to escape? 

Emergency Response 

The often-repeated argument for prioritizing security over life safety in schools is that no one has died in a school fire since 1958; that 
was the last school fire in the U.S. with a large loss of life (Our Lady of the Angels School, 92 children and 3 nuns died).  Hearing this 
might lead people to believe that school fires are rare, but they are actually quite common.  Fires will continue to occur in schools, but 
the strength of our model codes around egress and fire protection has greatly mitigated the consequences of these fires. 

The PASS document states:  In an educational facility, a fire is more than 1000x more likely to occur than an active shooter event.  How 
can that be, when we are constantly seeing reports of school violence in the news and we rarely hear about fires in school buildings? 

There are many sets of statistics on gun violence in schools, with different criteria for the types of events that are included.  Some 
statistics include suicides, targeted shootings, accidental discharges of weapons, and gunfire in the parking lot, for example.  A locked 
classroom door may not help during these types of incidents, but it could have a profound effect during an active shooter event.  The 
FBI has published detailed data on active shooter events since 2000 and has reported a total of 38 active shooter events in educational 
buildings over the period from 2010 to 2020 – an average of 3.5 events per year. 

So how many fires occur in educational buildings each year?  Based on statistics from the National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA), during the period between 2010 and 2020, there were approximately 4,800 fires in schools and other educational occupancies 
each year. According to the FBI and NFPA figures, it is about 1,200 times more likely that a fire will occur in a particular school than an 
active shooter event.  This demonstrates why it is important to consider fire protection, life safety, and egress in addition to security in 
schools. 



There are other types of incidents where fast and efficient emergency response is needed.  According to the National Center for 
Education Statistics Report on Indicators of School Crime and Safety, students ages 12–18 experienced 764,600 criminal victimizations 
at school in 2019.  If a student or teacher is being assaulted while trapped inside of a classroom, how long will it take for school staff or 
first responders to enter the room?  There have already been incidents where an assailant purposely prevented access to a classroom, 
for example, at the STEM School Highlands Ranch, near Denver.  One student was killed and 8 were injured – 2 students at the school 
have been charged with the crime.  According to the arrest affidavit, during the shooting one of the assailants “pulled the magnetic strip 
on the door and pulled it shut so it couldn’t be opened from the outside.” 

Seconds count in these situations, and if a school’s non-code-compliant security methods delay 
emergency response, there could be additional liability for the school district. 

Accessibility 

Another argument for ignoring the requirements of the codes and standards when focused on 
security is based on the idea that accessibility is not important during a school shooting.  However, 
it is crucial for all building occupants to have access to and egress from a building, including 
people with physical disabilities. 

The Guide for Developing High-Quality School Emergency Operations Plans is a joint publication 
of the U.S. Department of Education, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and Federal Emergency Management Agency.  This document states, “Plans must comply with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, among other prohibitions on disability discrimination, across 

the spectrum of emergency management services, programs, and activities, including preparation, testing, notification and alerts, 
evacuation, transportation, sheltering, emergency medical care and services, transitioning back, recovery, and repairing and 
rebuilding.”  Requirements for compliance with the ADA’s design standards are specifically referenced in the guide. 

Conclusion 

School security is not mysterious; it is not a challenge.  Most doors in schools are already lockable – securing them may just be a 
question of key distribution and/or staff training and drills.  While planning to secure a school or other building, we must ensure that 
we’re not trading one problem for another.  Doors can be locked securely with code-compliant door hardware to prevent unauthorized 
access without negatively impacting evacuation or emergency response.  The hardware on these doors must be usable by all building 
occupants – including people with disabilities.  And above all, security methods must not trap people inside of a building or room. 

To download the referenced document from PASS as well as their school safety and security guidelines, a checklist, and other 
resources, visit their website at passk12.org. 

 

Code-compliant locksets used to secure 
classrooms help to ensure a balance of security, 
life safety, fire protection, and accessibility. 



FAQs about Controlled Egress Locks in Health Care Facilities 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog     

As I said in my previous post about fire door FAQs, I will be posting more groups of 
FAQs in the coming months, to try to fill in some gaps where there is still 
confusion.  In this post I am answering a few common questions on controlled 
egress doors in health care facilities. 

Do the model code sections on controlled egress really allow exit doors to 
be locked, preventing egress? 

The short answer is – yes, if all of the criteria in the adopted codes are met.  For 
some patients, containment is necessary in order to keep them safe.  For example, 
if a memory care patient leaves a facility unaccompanied, it can lead to injury or 
even death (this has happened more than once).  The requirements of the model 
codes help to ensure that there is a balance of life safety along with the security 
provided by controlled egress doors. 

Where are controlled egress locks allowed? 

The model codes allow controlled egress locks on doors serving some types of health care units.  The key is that the patients within 
these units require containment for their safety or security.  Memory care units are a common location, as well as maternity, pediatrics, 
behavioral health, and in some cases, the emergency department.  The types of units are not specifically called out in the model codes, 
so it is up to the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) to decide where controlled egress locks are acceptable. 

If the exit doors serving these units are locked, how do building occupants evacuate in an emergency? 

There are several methods of unlocking the doors for egress that are mandated by the model codes.  Clinical staff members must carry 
the keys or credentials to unlock the doors if evacuation is needed.  Automatic release methods are required as well, for example, 
controlled egress doors must unlock automatically for egress upon activation of the fire alarm or sprinkler system, upon power failure, 
and in some cases via a remote release switch.  Both sets of model codes allow some of the automatic release methods to be omitted 
on doors serving areas where specialized security measures are needed, including behavioral health units and maternity areas where 
listed child abduction systems are in use. 

What is the difference between a delayed egress lock and a controlled egress lock? 

Delayed egress locks allow egress 15 seconds after someone attempts to exit (or 30 seconds if approved by the AHJ).  A controlled 
egress lock does not release automatically after an attempt to exit.  Although there are some similarities – both locks are required to 
allow immediate egress (with some exceptions) upon fire alarm or sprinkler activation and upon power failure – the way these locks 
function under normal operation is different.  Delayed egress locks allow free egress after 15 seconds – controlled egress locks require 
intervention from staff or the fire protection system.  Controlled egress locks are not required to have an audible alarm or signage – both 
are requirements for doors with delayed egress locks. 



What type of hardware is used in a controlled egress system? 

Typically, fail safe hardware is required so that the doors will unlock and allow immediate egress when power is cut.  Electromagnetic 
locks are often used on controlled egress doors, and would not be subject to the code sections that normally apply to mag-

locks.  Some delayed egress devices, like the Von Duprin Chexit, can be supplied with “infinite delay”, so instead of releasing 15 
seconds after an attempt to exit, the lock does not release until there is an emergency.  In some cases, electromechanical mortise 
locks or cylindrical locks are used on controlled egress doors.  The model codes require hardware used in a controlled egress system 
to be listed to UL 294 – Standard for Access Control System Units (the 2024 codes will allow either the UL 294 or UL 1034 listings for 
these systems). 

For more information, refer to this article comparing the model code requirements for controlled egress locking systems, or watch this 
video on delayed egress vs. controlled egress locks.  There is also a webinar addressing this topic on the webinars page of 
iDigHardware.  And if you have any questions you’d like to have answered as part of this FAQ series, feel free to leave them in the 
Comment box. 

Wordless Wednesday: Why we need fire door inspections. 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog     

Mark Williams of the Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (PASS) sent me this photo of a fire door that 
had new hardware installed and the existing holes covered with – yes – duct tape.  I wish everyone 
could witness a fire door test in person and see how a code-compliant fire door performs vs. a door 
like this.  There are millions – yes, MILLIONS – of existing fire door assemblies that have been 
modified or damaged, or that have not been maintained properly.  The only way to find them and fix 
them is to enforce the code requirements for fire door inspections.  What’s the hold up? 

More quality workmanship… 



Quick Question: Conflicts in the Codes and Standards 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

Today’s Quick Question is a good one… 

When a specific requirement stated in a referenced 
standard is in conflict with what is allowed by the 
code that is referencing the standard, which require-
ment applies? 

It’s not uncommon for more than one code to apply to a particular 
project – for example, some states adopt the International Building 
Code (IBC) during design and construction, and enforce NFPA 1 – 
Fire Code throughout the life of the building.  To avoid problems, I 
normally recommend complying with the most stringent requirements 
of the adopted codes. 

The quick question came to me with regard to conflicting require-
ments in NFPA 101-2018 and NFPA 80-2016.  NFPA 101 allows en-

trance doors to individual dwelling units to have a separate deadbolt, but NFPA 80-2016 states: Doors other than those used in means 
of egress shall be permitted to be provided with dead bolts in addition to the active latch bolts or as otherwise permitted by the AHJ. 

The fire-rated apartment entrance door serves as a means of egress for the apartment.  NFPA 101 would allow the deadbolt, but NFPA 
80 would only allow deadbolts on doors that are not in a means of egress (or as otherwise permitted by the AHJ).  If we applied the 
most stringent requirement, the deadbolt would not be permitted (by NFPA 80), but the intent of NFPA 101 is to allow the separate 
deadbolt in this application. 

The answer to this question is found in NFPA 101: 

2.1(2) – Where the requirements of a referenced code or standard differ from the requirements of this Code, the requirements of 
this Code shall govern. 

So if there is a conflict between NFPA 80 and NFPA 101, the requirements of NFPA 101 would govern.  With that said, it’s best to ad-
dress conflicts in the codes and standards with code changes whenever possible.  The conflict related to deadbolts was removed in the 
2019 edition of NFPA 80, when the deadbolt language was changed slightly: 



SHOP DRAWINGS AND SUBMITTALS * TIMELINESS OF SUBMITTAL REVIEWS 

By Kevin O'Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CDT  

This is the conclusion of a three-part series on construction progress schedules. The first part addressed schedule terminology, 
locations of schedule requirements in the construction documents, and the contractor’s responsibilities for construction progress 
schedules. The second part addressed the basics of review. This third and final installment covers the timeliness of submittal reviews 

How long does it take your firm to review and respond to contractors’ construction submittals? While many design professionals and 
construction managers as advisor (CMa) endeavor to respond promptly, it is also quite common for submittal review and response 
times to be inordinately long. 
 

Overlong Times for Submittal Responses 

This writer has seen some design professional teams with documented records of 42 or more days, average, to respond to 
contractors’ submittals, which is grossly excessive. This writer has personally observed many design professional teams with 
an average response time of 28 days: concrete cures faster. Such response times virtually invite contractor delay claims. As 
discussed in a prior post on this blog (“Delays in Construction: A Common Source of Claims”), delays in the construction resulting from 
the action or inaction of the owner’s consultants (i.e., design professional, construction manager as advisor (CMa), and program 
manager) are typically deemed delays within the owner’s control, for which the contractor is due additional time and compensation. It is 
decidedly unpleasant to have to tell the owner, “I caused the contractor’s delay claim.” Some owners may expect their consultant to 
reimburse the cost of such claims, regardless of the typical standard of care. 

The design professional’s and CMa’s time to process, review, and respond to contractor submittals required by the construction contract 
is not unlimited. Virtually all construction contracts include: 

a clause setting forth the required contract times by which the work is to be completed; 

a clause asserting that “time is of the essence” with respect to compliance with the contract times; and 

liquidated or other damages for late completion. 

Thus, the contractor certainly cannot wait for weeks on end for submittal responses delivered only when convenient for the architect, 
engineer, or CMa.  

As discussed in prior posts on this blog, including “Liquidated Damages: Compensation for Late Completion”, “Contractor Incentives: 
The Carrot vs. the Stick”, and others, there can be serious consequences when the contractor does not comply with the contract times. 
Therefore, a contractor is virtually powerless to do anything except submit a delay claim when the actions of an owner’s consultant have 
adversely affected the contractor’s ability to comply with the contract times. 

How long should a design professional’s or CMa’s review of contractors’ submittals take? One answer does not fit all situations and 
many factors affect this, including: 

     The submittal’s size and complexity. 

     Whether multi-disciplinary reviews are necessary. 



     The number of separate entities contributing to the review, such as a prime consultant, subconsultant, and perhaps even comments 
from an owner’s employee. Comments from multiple sources must be collected and harmonized into a single set of comments, 
which takes time. 

     Availability of resources that facilitate collaboration, such as online document management systems and software that allows 
multiple team members to work simultaneously on the same document. 

     Other, concurrent demands on the reviewers’ time and resources. 

     Personnel schedules, including holidays and personal time off. 

     Demands of other projects. 

Except for the final item listed above, all the above factors can be effectively managed at the project level to establish appropriate 
review and response times for contractor submittals. The recommended approach is presented later in this blog post. 

Some construction contracts establish a stipulated number of days within which submittal responses are due; for example: “Architect 
shall furnish its response to each submittal within 21 days of Architect’s receipt thereof.” While this is a simple approach that provides all 
involved entities with complete certainty, it also may be a disservice both to the contractor’s team and the owner’s consultants. 

Such contract clauses guaranteeing a submittal response within a stipulated time bind the owner’s consultants to the indicated time limit 
regardless of the submittal’s size and complexity, and regardless of the quantity of other submittals furnished concurrently. To illustrate, 
one of this writer’s mentors has repeatedly recounted how, on a large, complex project in the 1970s, the contractor delivered to the 
engineer’s office a truckload of approximately 1,000 submittals on a Friday afternoon and, before driving off, called out, “I’ll be back to 
pick up your responses to all these on Monday morning.” 

The contractor may not be well-served by stipulating guaranteed time limits for submittal responses, because the owner’s consultants 
may view the stipulated time limit as something of an entitlement, even for short, simple submittals that can be processed relatively 
quickly, thus possibly requiring 21 days for a response that might ordinarily take only, say, two or three days. 

“Schedules of Submittals” 

The approach taken by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and Engineers Joint Contract Documents Committee (EJCDC) is 
reasonable and fair to both the contractor and the owner’s consultants. It requires, at the outset of the project’s construction stage, 
development of a “schedule of submittals” (EJCDC term) or “submittal schedule” (AIA term), to be mutually agreeable to the contractor 
and design professional. 

The schedule of submittals is to indicate all the submittals required by the construction contract, when they will be delivered to the 
design professional, and the duration allowed for the design professional’s review. When accepted by the design professional, the 
schedule of submittals establishes not only when each submittal will be furnished to the design professional, but how long is allowed to 
respond to the contractor. 



The schedule of submittals must, of course, be closely coordinated with the contractor’s construction progress schedule. The stipulated 
contract times should include, among other things, the time reasonably necessary for the contractor’s establishment of effective 
subcontracts and purchase orders and preparation of submittals (see, “Stipulated Contract Times: Determination Requires Due 
Diligence”, previously posted on this blog). Like the construction progress schedule, the schedule of submittals must be periodically 
updated throughout the construction stage. 

An excerpt from a project’s schedule of submittals is presented below: 

 

Standard General Conditions’ Requirements 

AIA A201—2017, Standard General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, includes the following regarding submittal 
schedules: 

“§ 3.10.2 The Contractor, promptly after being awarded the Contract and thereafter as necessary to maintain a current submittal 
schedule, shall submit a submittal schedule for the Architect’s approval. The Architect’s approval shall not be unreasonably delayed or 
withheld. The submittal schedule shall (1) be coordinated with the Contractor’s construction schedule, and (2) allow the Architect 
reasonable time to review submittals. If the Contractor fails to submit a submittal schedule, or fails to provide submittals in accordance 
with the approved submittal schedule, the Contractor shall not be entitled to any increase in Contract Sum or extension of Contract 
Time based on the time required for review of submittals. 

 

 



“§ 3.12.5 The Contractor shall… submit to the Architect, Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and similar submittals required by the 
Contract Documents, in accordance with the submittal schedule approved by the Architect or, in the absence of an approved submittal 
schedule, with reasonable promptness and in such sequence as to cause no delay in the Work or in the activities of the Owner or of 
Separate Contractors. 

“§ 4.2.7 The Architect will review and approve, or take other appropriate action upon, the Contractor’s submittals such as Shop Draw-
ings, Product Data, and Samples…. The Architect’s action will be taken in accordance with the submittal schedule approved by the Ar-
chitect or, in the absence of an approved submittal schedule, with reasonable promptness while allowing sufficient time in the Archi-
tect’s professional judgment to permit adequate review…” 
 

AIA A503—2017/2019, Guide to Supplementary Conditions, implies the owner and architect may desire to establish a minimum re-
quired duration for the architect’s review of submittals, and presents suggested, model language. 
 

Similar to AIA A201, EJCDC C-700—2018, Standard General Conditions of the Construction Contract, requires: 

“[1.01.A]35.  Schedule of Submittals—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, of required submittals and the time require-
ments for Engineer’s review of the submittals. 

“[2.03]A.  Preliminary Schedules: Within 10 days after the Effective Date of the Contract (or as otherwise required by the Contract Docu-
ments), Contractor shall submit to Engineer for timely review: 

“2.  a preliminary Schedule of Submittals; and … 

 

“2.05      Acceptance of Schedules 

“A.  At least 10 days before submission of the first Application for Payment a conference, attended by Contractor, Engineer, and others 
as appropriate, will be held to review the schedules submitted in accordance with Paragraph 2.03.A. No progress payment will be made 
to Contractor until acceptable schedules are submitted to Engineer. 

“2.  Contractor’s Schedule of Submittals will be acceptable to Engineer if it provides a -workable arrangement for reviewing and pro-
cessing the required submittals. 

“[7.16]B.  Submittal Procedures for Shop Drawings and Samples: Contractor shall label and submit Shop Drawings and Samples to En-
gineer for review and approval in accordance with the accepted Schedule of Submittals. 

“[7.16.C]1.  Engineer will provide timely review of Shop Drawings and Samples in accordance with the accepted Schedule of Submit-
tals….” 

 

Unlike AIA A201, EJCDC C-700 Paragraph 2.05.A makes furnishing a schedule of submittals acceptable to the engineer a condition for 
the contractor’s eligibility for the first progress payment. However, unlike EJCDC C-700, AIA A201 Section 3.10.2 expressly stipulates, 
when the contractor fails to comply with the submittal schedule approved by the architect, the contractor forfeits entitlement to additional 
contract time and additional compensation relative to delayed submittal reviews. Both C-700 Paragraph 2.05.A and A201 Section 3.10.2 
are powerful inducements for the contractor to furnish and comply with its schedule of submittals. 



Additional Requirements for Schedules of Submittals 

Additional detailed requirements for the schedule of submittals may be set forth in the specifications, in Section 01 33 00 – Submittal 
Procedures. This writer has used the following language (written to coordinate with EJCDC C-700—2018): 

1.#   SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS 

A.      Informational Submittals:  Submit the following: 

 1.       Schedule of Submittals: 

  a.       Timing:  

   1)      Furnish Schedule of Submittals within time frames indicated in the General Conditions, as may be modified  
    by the Supplementary Conditions. 

   2)      Submit updated Schedule of Submittals with each submittal of the updated Progress Schedule. 

  b.       Content:  In accordance with the General Conditions, as may be modified by the Supplementary Conditions, and  
   this Section.  Requirements for content of preliminary Schedule of Submittals and subsequent Submittals of the  
   Schedule of Submittals are identical.  Identify on Schedule of Submittals all Submittals required in the Contract  
   Documents.  Updates of Schedule of Submittals shall show scheduled dates and actual dates for completed   
   tasks.  Clearly indicate Submittals that are on the Project’s critical path.  Indicate the following for each Submittal: 

   1)      Date by which Submittal will be received by Engineer. 

   2)      Whether Submittal will be for a substitution or “or-equal”.  

   3)      Date by which Engineer’s response is required.  Allow not less than 14 days for Engineer’s review, starting on 
    Engineer’s actual receipt of each Submittal.  Allow increased time for large or complex Submittals. 

   4)      For Submittals for materials or equipment, date by which material or equipment must be at the Site to avoid  
    delaying the Work and to avoid delaying the work of others (if any). 

  c.       Prepare Schedule of Submittals using same software, and in same format, specified for Progress Schedules in  
   Section 01 32 16 - Construction Progress Schedule. 

  d.       Coordinate Schedule of Submittals with the Progress Schedule. 

  e.       Schedule of Submittals that is not compatible with the Progress Schedule, or that does not indicate Submittals on  
   the Project’s critical path, or that places extraordinary demands on Engineer for time and resources, is   

   unacceptable .  Do not include Submittals not required by the Contract Documents. 

  f.        In preparing Schedule of Submittals: 

   1)      Considering the nature and complexity of each Submittal, allow sufficient time for reviews and revisions. 

   2)      Allow reasonable time for:  Engineer’s review and processing of Submittals, for Submittals to be revised and  
    resubmitted, and for returning Submittals to Contractor. 

   3)      Identify and accordingly schedule Submittals that are expected to have long anticipated review times. 



Construction Stage Considerations 

Once a mutually acceptable schedule of submittals is established, the contractor, design professional, and CMa all need to honor their 
commitments therein, by allocating appropriate resources and making submittal processing a priority. 

When either the contractor or one or more of the owner’s consultants does not comply with its commitments under the accepted 
schedule of submittals, the opposing party should advise the errant entity in writing and request their compliance with the accepted 
schedule of submittals. Such communications should be professional, evenhanded, succinct, and non-judgmental in tone. For further 
guidance, refer to “Liquidated Damages: Enforcing Damages for Late Completion”, previously published on this blog. 

Whether the design professional or CMa complied with the review times in the accepted schedule of submittals is usually fully 
documented, because virtually all submittal logs, whether tracked automatically and electronically, or manually, indicate the dates on 
which the design professional or CMa received each submittal, and the date on which the response to the submittal was transmitted to 
the contractor. 

During construction, it is very important for the design professional and CMa to heed and comply with their obligations in the accepted 
schedule of submittals. Failure to do so may be grounds for a contractor’s delay claim, especially when the work associated with the 
submittal is on the project’s critical path. 
 

Conclusions 

Because compliance with the construction contract times is of the essence of virtually all construction contracts, it is an essential 
obligation of all entities involved, including the owner’s consultants, such as the design professional and CMa, to do all in their power, 
within the limits of their contractual responsibilities, to ensure that the construction is not delayed. Because many projects require a 
large number of contractor-furnished submittals, to reduce the potential for contractor delay claims, it is very important for design 
professionals and CMa’s to require, comply with, and enforce compliance with a schedule of submittals. 

The author of this blog post is not an attorney and nothing in this article constitutes legal advice. Readers in need of such advice should 
consult with a qualified, experienced attorney. 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PROJECTS WITH A CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AS 
ADVISOR 

By Kevin O'Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CDT 

Certain project delivery methods may include an owner-hired construction manager as advisor (CMa), most often for design-bid-build (D
-B-B) and construction manager at risk (CMAR) projects. In CMAR projects, a CMa is often termed an “owner’s representative” or 
“owner’s authorized representative” rather than “construction manager”. Sometimes, design-build (D-B) projects include an “owner’s 
consultant” who may, in some cases, perform services similar to those of a CMa. 

This article addresses how the construction documents, especially the specifications of Divisions 01-49, should be drafted to 
accommodate the role and responsibilities of a CMa. The article also includes a brief discussion of the role of a separate, owner-hired 
program manager. 

Typical participants in a D-B-B project that includes a CMa are 
shown below. In the figure, solid lines between boxes represent 
lines of contractual privity between participants. The principal 
participants’ roles are discussed below. 

The responsibilities of the owner are unchanged from traditional 
D-B-B without a CMa. The responsibilities of the CMa are 
discussed later in this article. The design professional’s design 
stage responsibilities are unchanged from D-B-B without a CMa 
but, during procurement and construction, the design 
professional’s traditional responsibilities will be divided between 
the design professional and CMa. However, in all stages of the 
project, the design professional retains full responsibility for the 
project’s design and “technical” (i.e., engineering, architecture, 
geology, or other relevant design profession) nature, and full 
professional liability for the completed project as a functioning 
whole. 

It Starts with Division 00 

The owner should select the project delivery method early, optimally in the project’s conception stage, and advise the design 
professional whether the owner intends to retain the services of a construction manager as advisor (CMa). The construction documents 
should not be prepared in ignorance of the project delivery method or whether a CMa will be involved. A change in these matters after 
the design professional has started to prepare the construction documents should typically include an associated amendment for the 
design professional to account for the substantial additional time and effort required for a change in delivery method and the project’s 
principal participants. 

 



The construction documents’ Division 00—Procurement and Contracting Requirements, should be appropriate for the project delivery 
method and, when applicable, should address the CMa’s (or “owner’s representative’s”) involvement. Such documents will typically 
provide for indication of both the design professional and CMa and their respective, high-level responsibilities as they relate to the 
contractor. 

For D-B-B projects that involve an owner-hired CMa, widely-used standard contract documents include: 

• American Institute of Architects: AIA Construction Manager as Advisor (CMa) Family 2019. 

• Engineers Joint Contract Documents Committee: EJCDC Construction Manager as Advisor (CMA-Series) Documents 2021. 

• Construction Management Association of America: CMAA Construction Manager as Advisor Documents 2013. 

Of the foregoing, CMAA’s documents are not commonly used in projects but are an important reference for CMAA’s popular 
professional certifications. EJCDC’s CMA-Series is perhaps the most complete set of the alternative documents available but is also the 
newest. AIA’s CMa Family has been published for many years and is fairly widely accepted. 

As will be discussed in a forthcoming post on this blog, widely-used alternative Division 00 documents for CMAR project delivery all 
accommodate the role of a “CMa-like” entity often termed the “owner’s representative” or “owner’s authorized representative.” 

No widely-used standard contracts for design-build (D-B) include model scopes of services for a CMa or “owner’s consultant”  after the 
owner’s procurement of the design-builder’s services. Thus, when an owner’s consultant on a D-B project will perform selected design 
stage or construction stage services similar to those of a CMa, it will likely be necessary to incorporate appropriately edited language 
from one or more of the model CMa contracts, indicated above, for the additional elements of the owner’s consultant’s services. 

The CMa’s Responsibilities 

The responsibilities of a construction manager as advisor (CMa) should be well-understood by the drafter of each project’s construction 
documents. The CMa’s responsibilities may vary from project to project. The AIA, EJCDC, and CMAA standard owner-CMa agreement 
forms present suggested, model language setting forth the CMa’s services. The AIA, EJCDC, and CMAA owner-contractor construction 
documents in the standard contract families indicated above all coordinate with the CMa’s services in their associated model owner-
CMa agreement. 

The CMa is typically retained by the owner either prior to or early in the design stage, so that the CMa may consult with the owner and 
design professional as the design progresses. 

Responsibilities typically assigned to a CMa include: 

1. Prepare an overall project schedule, indicating the time-based plan for the owner’s, design professional’s, contractor’s, and 
others’ project activities. The stipulated construction contract times are typically derived from the CMa-prepared project schedule. The 
CMa will update the project schedule as the project progresses and, during construction, endeavor to ensure the contractor(s) comply 
with their respective contract times. CMa’s often possess greater experience and expertise with scheduling than do many design 
professionals. 

2. Prepare opinions of probable construction cost for the owner, including during design and, during construction, preparing parallel 
estimates of the cost of proposed contract modifications. 



3. Consult with the owner and design professional regarding requirements for construction sequencing and site management 
matters. 

4. Perform design stage constructability reviews of the draft construction documents. 

5. The CMa may draft the Division 00 documents and, in some cases, may assist the design professional with preparing the 
specifications of Division 01—General Requirements. 

6. During bidding or procurement, the CMa will often serve as the prospective bidders’ principal point of contact concerning bidding. 
The CMa will typically receive prospective bidders’ requests for interpretations and information and, where appropriate, forward them to 
the design professional. The CMa and design professional will jointly prepare necessary addenda for issuance by the CMa. 

7. Chair any required pre-bid conference and prepare and distribute to attendees and others as appropriate a record of the 
conference. 

8. The CMa may assist the owner during opening, tabulating, and evaluating the bids or proposals received. The CMa may assist 
the owner with preparing and issuing notices of award and notices to proceed and may prepare the final contract documents for 
signature by the parties. 

9. Receive and comment, where appropriate, on the contractor’s construction progress schedule, schedule of values, and, together 
with the design professional, schedule of submittals. Review other relevant preconstruction submittals. 

10. Chair a preconstruction conference(s) and prepare and distribute minutes of the conference(s). Also, chair and prepare minutes 
for construction progress meetings and other construction stage meetings, except for the contractor’s meetings with its subcontractors 
and suppliers. 

11. Coordinate with the contractor regarding site mobilization matters, site maintenance during construction, and demobilization. 

12. The CMa will typically be the point of contact for all contractor-furnished requests for interpretation (RFI) and submittals, and will 
forward to the design professional for response those RFIs and submittals that concern the project’s design, technical matters, and 
acceptability of the work. Where RFIs and submittals do not concern such matters, the CMa may directly respond to the contractor. 

13. Remain informed, by personal observation, of the quality and progress of the work and keep the owner and design professional 
informed. Together with the design professional, reject work that is defective (i.e., not in accordance with the contract documents or that 
is damaged). 

14. Review the completeness and accuracy of the contractor’s payment requests, and issue to the owner the CMa’s 
recommendation (EJCDC) or certification (AIA) for payment. 

15. Assist the owner and design professional with preparing and issuing proposal requests to the contractor. Receive, evaluate, and 
recommend to the owner regarding change proposals submitted by the contractor. Where appropriate, on behalf of the owner, negotiate 
with the contractor (perhaps in cooperation with the design professional) changes in contract price and contract times. 

16. Periodically evaluate the completeness and accuracy of the contractor’s record documentation. 

17. Assist the owner and design professional with determining when the work is (a) substantially complete, and (b) ready for final 
payment. Prepare and issue necessary certifications of work completion, sometimes in cooperation with the design professional. 

18. Other construction stage services and post-construction services as appropriate for the project. 

 



The CMa is typically the contractor’s principal point of contact with the owner’s team during construction but does not assume any of the 
design professional’s responsibilities for the project’s design, technical matters related to the completed project as a functioning whole, 
nor the architect’s or engineer’s professional liability. The CMa must discern which matters require the design professional’s involve-
ment and forward the relevant documents and correspondence in a timely manner. 

Specifications for Projects with a CMa 

Perhaps the most important difference between specifications for traditional D-B-B or CMAR and a D-B-B or CMAR project involving a 
construction manager as advisor (CMa) is that, when a CMa is involved, the design professional’s traditional construction stage respon-
sibilities are divided between the design professional and CMa. 

During preparation of the construction documents, often using template-type specifications developed for traditional D-B-B, the design 
professional (or their specifications consultant) must evaluate each instance where the term “Engineer”, “Architect”, or other similar 
term, is used and determine, based on detailed knowledge of the CMa’s scope of services with the owner, when to replace “Architect”, 
“Engineer”< or similar term with “Construction Manager”. Such evaluations and implementing the necessary revisions can be time-

consuming. Accordingly, design professionals (and specifications consultants) must have appropriate budget for such effort. 

When editing the specifications to clearly indicate the CMa’s responsibilities, when the CMa’s and design professional’s respective 
scopes of services do not adequately address a certain activity covered by the specifications, the design professional or specifications 
consultant should consider the associated, statutory definition of the “practice of architecture”, “practice of professional engineering”, or 
other relevant design profession, in determining whether the design professional or CMa should be responsible. 

Failure to edit the specifications to clearly and properly indicate the CMa’s responsibilities, as they relate to the contractor, has potential 
to result in construction stage misunderstandings, misdirected communications, delays, and changes, claims, and disputes. In certain 
circumstances, the CMa may have inadvertently undertaken some of the responsibilities (and liability) of the design professional or con-
tractor. Therefore, properly editing the specifications to indicate and coordinate with the CMa’s construction stage responsibilities is im-
portant. 

While some project teams may elect to save the design stage time and effort to edit the specifications for the CMa’s role and responsi-
bilities, perhaps leaving such matters to be decided at the preconstruction conference, this is not good management practice and may 
increase the potential for construction stage misunderstandings, misdirected communications, and delays. 

Program Managers 

Program manager is a project role separate and distinct from that of a construction manager as advisor. Most projects do not involve a 
separate, owner-hired program manager. Program managers’ role, when part of a project at all, is as an extension of the owner’s staff. 
Program managers are retained by the owner to assist the owner with organizing and implementing a series of related capital projects. 

Because program managers are essentially an extension of the owner’s staff, the role and responsibilities of program managers usually 
does not need to be expressly addressed in the specifications or other construction documents, unless the owner has delegated to the 
program manager explicit authority to act on the owner’s behalf. 

 



Regardless, when employed on a project, an owner-hired program manager should, like all other owner-hired consultants (e.g., design 
professional and CMa), be identified in the construction documents, optimally in the owner-contractor agreement, and should be 
expressly included: (1)  in the contractor’s indemnification obligations; (2) as an additional insured on contractor-furnished liability 
insurance (except for workers’ compensation insurance and professional liability insurance, for which additional insured status is not 
available); and (3) in the builder’s risk insurance carrier’s obligation to waive its rights of subrogation. 

Conclusions 

When the project will involve an owner-hired, third-party CMa, it is important for the construction documents’ Division 00 to be 
appropriate for the delivery method and CMa’s involvement. Likewise, the construction specifications need to be edited to coordinate 
with the CMa’s scope of services, based on the specifier’s detailed knowledge of the CMa’s responsibilities. 
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If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and 

LinkedIn look for the CSI Little Rock Chapter): 
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If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information 
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